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 z Combines UV and Ozone technology 
to combat malodours  

 z 24/7 operation providing total 
support to existing cleaning regime 

 z High quality, low maintenance UV 
lamp  

 z Mains installation 

 z Flexible mounting options

 z Creates a fresh, clean, and welcoming 
environment by removing bacteria 
from the air

 z Environmentally friendly, reducing 
the need for harsh chemical solutions 
to control bad odours and cleanse 
surfaces

 z Minimal running costs, similar to a low 
energy light bulb

 z Minimal maintenance 

 z Defends your reputation by 
supporting exceptional hygiene 
standards

Completely automated and chemical-free, UVMATIC 
is the perfect solution to eliminate odour and reduce 
harmful bacteria on hard surfaces. 

A hospital-grade solution which is suitable for all 
markets, you can trust UVMATIC to destroy bacteria 
in your environment without the need for specialist 
training or arduous additional cleaning regimes. In 
fact, UVMATIC makes it easier than ever to meet the 
exceptional standards of hygiene which your staff 
and visitors expect. 

UVMATIC uses powerful UV and Ozone technology to 
cleanse the air of viruses such as influenza, as well as 
E. coli, salmonella, and similar bacteria. Not only will 
the power of UVMATIC kill odour and defend health, 
but its environmentally friendly technology will 
protect the planet, too.

Advanced Technology

Benefits

UVMATIC®
Advanced Air Purification System
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Economic Value
The UVMATIC is powered by one specialist, high-
quality and low energy 16-watt UV lamp, which gives 
you 9,000 hours of worry-free air cleansing.

Not only will the unit operate seamlessly without 
input from your staff, but it also requires very little 
maintenance – creating a truly cost-effective and 
reliable solution to hygiene concerns.

Installation
Not sure where to install your UVMATIC for most 
efficient operation? We can help. 
Our highly qualified representatives will provide clear 
recommendations of where to fit the unit and ensure 
best performance for your environment.

The Technology 
UVMATIC draws in polluted air and treats it using UV 
light and photo catalytic oxidation. 

This results in the production of three powerful, 
odour fighting ingredients:

Photoplasma - eliminates bacterium, viruses, mould, 
and micro-organisms

Ozone - a highly reactive and energised oxygen 
which disinfects the air

Negative ions - increases the efficiency of the 
process, removing airborne impurities and dust. 

This technology is proven to kill odour-causing 
bacteria, leaving your environment smelling fresh, 
clean and increasing hygiene standards without any 
input from your team.


